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Six Weeks Period:  1st Grade Level & Course:  10th/11th Grade Pre-AP Chemistry 

Timeline:  9 days Unit Title:  Matter Lesson # 1 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

C.1 Scientific processes. The student, for at least 40% of instructional time, conducts 
laboratory and field investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, and ethical 
practices. The student is expected to: 
C.1C demonstrate an understanding of the use and conservation of resources and the proper 
disposal or recycling of materials. 
C.2E Scientific processes. The student uses scientific methods to solve investigative questions. 
The student is expected to: plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking 
questions, formulating testable hypotheses, and selecting 
equipment and technology, including graphing calculators, computers and probes, sufficient 
scientific glassware such as beakers, Erlenmeyer flasks, pipettes, graduated cylinders, 
volumetric flasks, safety goggles, and burettes, electronic balances, and an adequate supply of 
consumable chemicals 
C.2I communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab 
reports, labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and technology-based 
reports 
C.4 Science concepts. The student knows the characteristics of matter and can 
analyze the relationships between chemical and physical changes and properties. The student 
is expected to: 
C.4A differentiate between physical and chemical changes and properties 
C.4B identify extensive and intensive properties 
C.4C compare solids, liquids, and gases in terms of compressibility, structure, 
shape, and volume 
C.4D classify matter as pure substances or mixtures through investigation of 
their properties. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

● Physical properties are able to be observed without changing the identity of matter 
● Chemical properties result in changing in the identity of matter. 
● Physical properties are often extensive in nature and can be readily observed 
● Chemical properties are typically intrinsic and have to be observed as they occur. 
● Matter can be classified and organized based on its physical and chemical properties 
● 4 basic categories of matter: pure substance, compound, heterogenous mixture, 

homogeneous mixture 
● Physical properties can be used to separate mixtures 
● Chemical properties can be used to separate compounds. 

Misconceptions ● Students may think that mass and weight are the same. 
● Students may think that a single observable change in properties is enough to indicate a 

chemical or physical change. 
● Students may think that objects with more volume always have more mass. 
● Students may think that changing the physical appearance changes the chemical 

properties. 

Key Vocabulary  Matter, Physical property,  Chemical property,  Mixture Compound  



Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1 
Aug 28th 
 

Objective: 
Differentiate what solid, liquid, and gases look like at the molecular level 
 
Engage 
● Get students to identify how state of matter are used to make a lava 

lamp 
Explain 
● Create foldable and compare solids, liquids, and gases in terms of 

compressibility, structure, density, shape, and volume 
 

● Students will be given a list of 30 elements that they will have 3 
quizzes over. They will have to know the symbol and correct spelling 
of the name of these elements. The first quiz will be over the first 10 
elements, the second over the first 20 elements, and the third over all 
the elements. 

 
Closing: 
Draw a picture of what a solid, liquid, and gas look like at the molecular 
level and rank the densities from lowest to highest. 

● Unit Guide and 
Vocabulary 

● crossword 
● List of Elements 

for Quiz 
● Paper for 

foldable (2 per 
student) 

● Powerpoint and 
Notes 

● Colored utensils 

Day 2  
Aug 29th  
 

Objective: 
Use the density formula to calculate density. 
 
Engage 

● Recall from the previous lesson ways to measure mass and 
volume. 

Elaborate 
● Complete the first problem of the worksheet together so that 

students understand how the teacher wants them to show their 
work. 

● For some problems, students will have to convert units, and 
calculate the volume (using a formula, volume by displacement, 
etc.) before calculating the density. 

 
Closing: 
Calculate the density of a sample of matter. 

● Notes from Day 1 
● Calculating 

Density 
 
 
 

Day 3  
Aug 30th 
 

Objective: 
Calculate densities in a lab setting 
 
Element Quiz #1 
 
Explore 
● Density Lab with partners 
 
Elaborate 
● Students will compare the density their group calculated with the 

densities of other groups and the known density of the substance. 
 
Closing: 
Explain why the density of an object does not change if you have a 
larger or smaller piece of the same material 

● Lab setup and 
materials 

● Density Lab pg. 
53-56 

Need to modify if 
used. Have CPO 
manual to use 
instead. 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CxhlbVtWTP37eVezMvAvKPsy-JAUNGS5VZ-qFEnFbtU/edit#slide=id.g166d205057_0_1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QtK0qG_lXEsOlfAq8yc5HBlZvF5kdGFXfRJp-_BT8GY/edit
http://capital.osd.wednet.edu/media/capital/staff/jansen/01_physical_science/PES_Inv_Ebook.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19IV_4tCuNLG2iYaBfWSAu9m-XUwnpK2UmInqsdwyMXY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13IFNdFTcPm9_FuNGR_1Rf00gG9lkLSyugFvfDJFexCk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13IFNdFTcPm9_FuNGR_1Rf00gG9lkLSyugFvfDJFexCk/edit
http://capital.osd.wednet.edu/media/capital/staff/jansen/01_physical_science/PES_Inv_Ebook.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19IV_4tCuNLG2iYaBfWSAu9m-XUwnpK2UmInqsdwyMXY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QtK0qG_lXEsOlfAq8yc5HBlZvF5kdGFXfRJp-_BT8GY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l75tr03HAetQUVn2EER0NYbQpxtUSinor1_Y_RzJStQ/edit


Day 4  
Aug 31st 
 

Objective: 
Differentiate between physical and chemical properties 
 
Engage 

● Show a list of properties on the board and ask students if they 
see and similarities/patterns 

● Try to get students to see that properties are separated into two 
different categories (physical vs. chemical) 

Explain 
● Using powerpoint and notes, explain what physical and chemical 

properties are.  
● Intensive vs Extensive properties 

Elaborate 
● Provide partners with a common household item  
● Students will call out chemical and physical properties of their 

household item and other students will try to guess what it is. 
 
Closing: 
List properties of the food you ate for lunch. 

● Powerpoint and 
notes from Day 2  

● Common 
household items: 
can be words 
drawn from a 
beaker or supply 
students with 
physical items 

 
 
 

Day 5  
Sep 1st 
 

Objective: 
Differentiate between a chemical or physical change 
 
Element Quiz #2 
 
Engage 
● Recall from the previous lesson what physical and chemical 

properties are 
● Have students make a hypothesis on what they think a physical or 

chemical change is 
Explain 
● When these properties are changed, the material undergoes a 

physical or chemical change 
● Indication of a physical or chemical change 
● As a class and in groups have students organize the examples into 

physical or chemical change 
● Ask each group to name on of the changes, how they classified it, 

and why 
Elaborate 
● Have several demos such as paper (crumbled/burned), water 

(boil/freeze/react), etc. that undergo both chemical and physical 
changes 

 
Closing: 
Classify each demo as a physical or chemical change. 

● Physical and 
Chemical 
Changes Cards 

● Chemicals and 
equipment for 
demo and 
worksheet 

 

Day 6  
Sep 5th 

Objective: 
Identify the different classifications of matter 
 
Engage 

● Classifying matter into different groups based on characteristics 
● Discuss how matter can be separated (physical & chemical) and 

how these allows us to organized all matter 
Explain 

● Powerpoint & notes on classifying matter. Diatomic molecules 
● Students will design a flowchart to help them classify matter 

quickly 
Elaborate 

● Powerpoint and 
notes from Day 2 

● Samples of 
Matter 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18EvbfLlNhxE_2u_SZvRVDl-ClWICviRUVA7zFKqERXk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vxozAOwna5h5sVPwSDlvk-cLDdn0MiSXQlAGeu-MWjc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/106pijS3jIO3PAicY5vahpZqSI6Tfe8djtmSZ5lkNExg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vxozAOwna5h5sVPwSDlvk-cLDdn0MiSXQlAGeu-MWjc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/106pijS3jIO3PAicY5vahpZqSI6Tfe8djtmSZ5lkNExg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/106pijS3jIO3PAicY5vahpZqSI6Tfe8djtmSZ5lkNExg/edit


● Using the flowchart students will classify different samples of 
matter in groups. 

● Students will classify cards as mixture or pure substances first. 
Then by element, compound, heterogeneous, homogeneous.  

Explain 
● Powerpoint and notes on separating mixtures (physical vs 

chemical) 
Elaborate 

● Students will identify which separation technique to use to 
separate the samples of matter from the previous activity. 

 
Closing: 
Write a paragraph that includes at least one type of each property, 
change, and classification of matter 

Day 7  
Sep 6th 

Objective: 
Demonstrate unit objectives in lab setting 
 
Physical and Chemical properties and changes lab 
 
Closing: 
Identify what type of change occurred during each part of the 
experiment. 

● Lab Setup and 
Materials 

Have print out of a 
different version. 
Can use this as 
another option. 

Day 8  
Sep 7th 

Objective: 
Prepare to demonstrate mastery of unit objectives 
 
Element Quiz #3 
 
Review of Matter Test 
 
Closing: 
Create a study guide from the questions on the review 

● Unit Review/ 
Game show 
theme 

 

Day 9 
Sep 8th 

Objective: 
Demonstrate mastery of unit objectives 
 
Evaluate: 
Identification of Matter Test 
 
Closing: 
Identify unit objectives you mastered 

● Unit Test 
 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

http://colemangenchem.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/3/5203353/aluminum_and_copper_chloride_lab.pdf
http://colemangenchem.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/3/5203353/aluminum_and_copper_chloride_lab.pdf

